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Let X be a simply connected CW complex such that H*(X, Q) is finitely generated as an 
algebra. Using properties of linear semigroups we show that there are only finitely many rational 
homotopy types among the retracts of X. 
1. Introduction 
In [2] the author and Douglas determined that certain rational homotopy types 
decompose uniquely into products of product indecomposable spaces. The main 
idea of [2] was to make use of the theory of algebraic matrix groups as it applies 
to splitting idempotents of rational spaces. 
In this paper we derive certain finiteness results about the homotopy types of 
retracts of a fixed one-connected space. Based on some ideas of Putcha [S], we use 
the Hilbert Basis Theorem to derive an interesting finiteness property of linear 
semigroups. A consequence of our results is the following: 
Let X be a simply connected CW complex such that H*(X, Q) is finitely generated 
as an algebra. If Y and 2 are retracts of X we write Y=Z if there exist rational 
homotopy equivalences @ : Y + 2 and a, : Z -+ Y. We do not assume that 0 and ~1 are 
homotopy inverses. 
Theorem. There are only finitely many = classes of retracts of X. 
2. Linear semigroups 
Let K be a field and let e, f EM,(K) = End(V) be idempotents. 
Lemma 2.1. The following are equivalent. 
(a) Thecomposites, e(V) c V---f(V) andf(V) c I/-++ e(V) are both isomorphisms. 
(b) rank(e) = rank(f) = rank(ef) = rank(fe). 
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Proof. This is obvious since ef(V) c e(V) and fe(V) cJ~). 0 
We write e-f and say that e and f are equivalent if there exist idempotents 
e = eo, e,, . . . , e, = f such that, for i = 0, . . . , n - 1, ei and ei+, satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 2.1. 
Let S be a semigroup with identity element. We write a 1 b if there exist u, u ES 
such that uau = b, we write a9b if a ) b and b / a. We say a and b are #-related if 
a9b, and refer to b as being in the &.zlass of a. A semigroup S is strongly n-regular 
(srrr) if for any XE S, xn E H, a subgroup of S, for some n >O. Notice that a 
subgroup of S may have any idempotent of S as its identity element. 
The following proposition is taken (more or less) from Lemma 1.6 and Theorem 
1.7 of [5]. 
Proposition 2.2. Let S c M,,(K) be a subsemigroup. Then E(S)/- is finite. If S is 
snr then equivalent idempotents are S-related. 
Proof. Let E CM,(K) be any infinite set of idempotents of rank r. 
Claim. e-f for some e+f, e,feE. 
Proof of Claim. If e E E let A, = (aeM, ) rank(ea)<rank(e)} and B, = 
{b EM,,(K) 1 rank(be) < rank(e)}. Then A, and B, are Zariski closed subsets of 
M,,(K). We show the following: 
There exists an infinite subset FL E such that for all e E F, JA,n Fj < 00. (1) 
Suppose (1) is false. Then there exists er E E such that E, =AeI n E is infinite. 
Similarly, there exists e2E El such that E2=A,, fl E, is infinite. Continuing, 
we obtain a sequence el, e,, . . . in E such that rank(eiej)< r for i<j. SO ei+l E 
A,, n ... nA,, ei+l $A,+,. Thus, A,,gA,, nA,,$ ... . Since each A, is Zariski 
closed, we have contradicted the Hilbert Basis Theorem. Similarly, there exists 
GcFsuch that for all eEG, iBenGl<m. 
Let e E G. Then, by construction, (A, fl G ( < m and iBen G / < 00. Hence, there 
exist f E G, f # e, such that f $ A, U B,. So rank(ef) = rank(fe) = r. 
Now for eE E(S), let [e] = {f E E(S) 1 f-e}. If E(S)/- is infinite, choose a 
sequence el, e2, . . . , e,, . . . in E(S) such that ei z ej for i #j. But this contradicts the 
claim. So E(S)/- is finite. 
Suppose now that S is srrr and that for e, f EE(S), rank(ef)=rank(fe)=rank(e)= 
rank(f). Since the &relation is an equivalence, it suffices to show that e#f. Now 
ef(V)=e(V) and fe(V)=f(V), so e(V)=(ef)‘(V) for all t>O. But there exists 
g E E(S) and p>O such that (ef)p is in the subgroup of S with identity element g. 
So g(V) = (ef)p(V) = e(V). Thus, ge = e, and consequently f 1 (ef)p 1 g 1 e. Similarly, 
e I f. Thus, e@f. 0 
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3. Properties of homotopy idempotents 
In this section we assume that Xis a simply connected CW complex of finite type 
such that H*(X; Q) is finitely generated as a Q-algebra. We recall the following fun- 
damental fact from [l, 3,4]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let e : X-r X be continuous and assume that e2 = e. Then there exists 
a simply connected space Y and continuous maps i : Y-+X, p :X-t Y such that 
e=iop and lr=poi. Cl 
Denote by [X,X] the monoid of homotopy classes of continuous maps from X 
to X. Let E[X,X] = (eE [X,X] ( e2=e}. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose e, f EE[X,X] and e#f in [X,X]. Factor e and f, as in 
Theorem 3.1, as 
X--------t X and X _____f X. 
Y Z 
Then Y=Z. 
Proof. Write xey =fand ufu = e for some x, y, u, o E [X,X]. Define $J = q ofi u 0 i : Y-t Z 
and p=poeouoj: Z-t Y. 
Claim. PO@= ly. 
Proof of Claim. 
a, 0 0 = peujqfvi = peuffvi = peufvi = peei = pei = pipi = 1 y. 
Thus, on homology, the map v)*: H,(Z; i?‘) + H,(R z> is a surjection. Similarly, 
using 19 = q o e 0 y 0 i, we obtain that 8, : H.JY; Z) -+ H,(Z; z) is a surjection. Hence 
q* is an isomorphism. Thus, by Whitehead’s theorem, ~1 is a homotopy equivalence 
and so @ is its inverse. 0 
Let H*[X, X] be the image in End(H*(X; Z)) of [X,X] under the monoid map 
H* : [X, Xlop + End(H*(X; 27)). 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose e, f E E[X, X] and H*(e)SH*(f) in H*[X, Xl. Then e#f in 
Km. 
Proof. By assumption there exist u, u, a, b E [X,X] such that H*(ueo) = H*(f) and 
H*(afb)=H*(e). So let x=fuevf. Then H*(x)=H*(f) and fx=xf=x. 
Claim. There exists X*E [X,X] such that fx*=x*f =x* and x*x=xx*=J 
Proof of Claim. Write f: X+ X as f =jop, i: Y-,X, p: X- Y. Consider 
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~=poxoi: Y+ Y. ThenH*(rp)= lH*(r) : H*(Y, Z) -+ H*(Y; H). So by Whitehead’s 
theoremthereexists~:YjYsuchthat~o~,=y,orp=ly.Thus,weletx*=io~op. 
Then 
x*x = i@px = i@pipp 
= i@p = ip = f. 
Similarly, xx* = f. 
Now e / x since x=fuevf and x 1 f since f =xX*. Similarly, f 1 e. Thus, e@f. 0 
Definition 3.4. Let e, f E E[X,X] and factor e and f as in Theorem 3.1: 
X--------t X and X e X. 
Y Z 
The maps e and f are closely related if qoi and p 0 j are rational homotopy 
equivalences. We write e-f if there exist e =eo, e,, . . . , e, =f such that, for each 
i=o, 1, . . . . n-1, eiandei+t are closely related. This is just the equivalence relation 
generated by the symmetric and reflexive relation ‘closely related’. 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose X is a rational space. Then e-f in E[X, X] implies e9f 
in [X,X]. 
Proof. By [2] and [6, Theorem 3.181 H* [X, X] is strongly n-regular. But H* [X,X] 
is faithfully represented on a finitely generated subspace of H*(X, Q). Furthermore, 
if e-f in E[X,X] then H(e) - H(f) in the sense of Section 2. Thus, H(e)SH(f). 
But then ez?f by Lemma 3.3. 0 
4. Finiteness results 
Again in this section X is a simply connected CW space such that H*(X, Q) is 
finitely generated as an algebra and X is either rational or of finite type. 
Theorem 4.1. E[X,X]/- is finite. In particular, up to rational homotopy equiv- 
alence there are only finitely many retracts of X. 
Proof. H*[X,X] is faithfully represented on a finite dimensional subspace V of 
H*(X, Q) that generates H*(X; Q) as an algebra. Furthermore, if H(e) / V- 
H(f) ( I/ then e-f since H*( ; Q) detects rational homotopy equivalence. 0 
Corollary 4.2. If X is a rational space, then up to homotopy equivalence there are 
only finitely many retracts of X. 0 
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In [2] it was conjectured that rational spaces factor uniquely as products of 
product indecomposable spaces. The following corollary provides more evidence 
that this is an interesting conjecture. 
Corollary 4.3. Let X be rational. Then X is homotopy equivalent o a product of 
spaces in at most a finite number of distinct ways. 0 
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